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Sanctuary is wherever I find safe space to regain my bearings, reclaim my soul, heal my wounds,  

and return to the world as a wounded healer. It’s not merely about finding shelter from the storm:  

it’s about spiritual survival.  

—Parker Palmer 

 

The Wound Is Where the Light Enters You 
 
Welcome 
 Rev. Clare Petersberger 

 

The Covenant 
(Read in unison)                 

L. Griswold Williams 

 

LOVE IS THE DOCTRINE OF THIS CHURCH, 

THE QUEST OF TRUTH IS ITS SACRAMENT, 

AND SERVICE IS ITS PRAYER. 

  

TO DWELL TOGETHER IN PEACE, 

TO SEEK KNOWLEDGE IN FREEDOM, 

TO SERVE HUMAN NEED, 

TO THE END THAT ALL SOULS SHALL 

GROW INTO HARMONY WITH THE DIVINE— 

THUS DO WE COVENANT WITH EACH OTHER. 

AND WITH GOD. 

 

Opening Words 
The Soul Matters Team 

 

Welcome to this holy space.  

 

This is shelter for our hearts and hopes, a sanctuary for our deepest longings. 

 

Here may we find rest and repair, connection and comfort.  

 

Here may we find our center our breath our voice, and the strength to go out into the world and be shelter 

for others.  

 

Chalice Lighting 
(Read responsively)                   

from “How The Stars Get in Your Bones”                  

Jan Richardson 

 

See how the sorrow in you 

slowly makes its own light, 

how it conjures its own fire…. 
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     I TELL YOU THIS BLAZING IN YOU— 

     IT DOES NOT COME BY CHOOSING  

    THE MOST DIFFICULT WAY; THE MOST DAUNTING; 

         IT DOES NOT COME BY THE SHEER FORCE  

         OF YOUR WILL. 

 

It comes from the helpless place in you 

that, despite all, cannot help but hope, 

the part of you that does not know 

how not to keep turning toward this world, 

 

[Read Jan Richardson’s entire poem on her blog, http://sanctuaryofwomen.com/blog/  (accessed  10-30-

2018)] 

 

Prelude 
Sicilienne       

Philippe Gaubert 
Donn Teubner-Rhodes, flute; Tracy Hall, piano 

 

Time for All Ages 
The Breaking News        

Sarah Lynne Reul 

 

Often when we think of sanctuary, we think of a place of protection. But as we heard in our opening words, 

sanctuary can also entail doing something to offer help and hope to another. This is what one girl sought to 

do in a story entitled The Breaking News. 

 

[Story summary: A child notices that her parents are intensely interested in the news, checking their phones 

and the television screen, whispering to each other and forgetting the comforting routines of the night. At 

school, her teacher reminds the anxious students to look for the helpers, those people who are trying to make 

bad things better. The child wants to be a helper, to help in a big way, but finds that neither attempts to cheer 

nor good behavior can lighten the grownups’ mood. So she thinks maybe she can help in a small way, doing a 

small thing, and then another small thing. The small things won’t solve the problem; the bad news is still 

there. But then, so are we.]  

 

When a woman named Carolyn McDade heard bad breaking news one night in the 1980’s—about people 

from Central America seeking sanctuary—she sat with a friend. She told her, “I feel like a piece of dried 

cardboard that has lain in the attic for years. Just open wide the door, and I’ll be dust.” She appreciated that 

her friend listened and sat with her for a while.  

 

McDade then drove home. She remembers, “I walked through my house in the dark, found my piano, and 

that was my prayer: May I not drop out. It was not written, but prayed.”  

( 

The song, the prayer, was called “Spirit of Life.” 

 

 

http://sanctuaryofwomen.com/blog/
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Hymn 
 #123 Spirit of Life   

 

Reflection 1 
The Wound Is Where the Light Enters You 

Emily Tarsell 

 

I stood on this podium in June 2008 to give a eulogy in memory of  my beloved daughter, Christina, who died 

suddenly and unexpectedly at the age of  21.  Wearing two of  her signature accessories, sunglasses and her 

belt with a picture of  the Mona Lisa on the buckle, I spoke as though I were Chris, reviewing her life with 

gratitude to all who had loved and nurtured her. She said her last goodbyes. 

 

This congregation and the community gave me sanctuary in my grief. The room was literally filled to 

overflowing with your support, love and compassion. And I am grateful. 

 

Chris was a sweet, bright, beautiful and healthy girl, active in sports, in the TUUC youth group, Amnesty 

International, and Debate Club. She was art editor of  two literary magazines, an art awards winner, a Gold 

Award recipient in Scouts, an honors student and caring humanitarian.  Chris had just finished her junior year 

at Bard College when she was found dead in her bed. 

 

After the immediacy and rawness of  Chris's death and her memorial service, the journey of  trying to 

understand what happened to her began. How does a healthy young lady with no preexisting conditions 

suddenly die in her sleep? An autopsy had ruled out drugs or trauma and indeed, after an extensive 

investigation, cause of  death was ruled “undetermined.” 

 

As I searched for an answer, it came to my attention that Chris had just had her third inoculation of  the HPV 

vaccine Gardasil 18 days before she died. Chris had begun the series of  three HPV vaccinations ten months 

earlier at her first GYN appointment. The doctor had told us it was “safe, effective and would prevent 

cervical cancer.” We were not given any literature or told of  any possible adverse side effects. We were also 

told it was important to get the vaccine before you had any exposure to HPV through sex because if  you 

already had the HPV, the vaccine was not effective and in fact, I later learned, it could significantly increase 

your risk of  getting cervical cancer. There was this sense of  urgency that Chris should get it before exposure 

to the HPV and she did so. 

 

But could that third injection have had anything to do with her death? I called my doctor for more 

information. She advised me to file a Vaccine Adverse Event Report (VAERS). I had never heard of  a VAER. 

How many of  you know about VAERS?  Not only do many consumers not know about it, but many doctors 

have also not heard of  the VAERS. In fact it is widely acknowledged that at best one tenth of  vaccine adverse 

events get reported. 

 

I did as my doctor advised and filed a report of  Chris's unexplained death. I learned from a search online that 

hers was the 23rd death reported and I was able to connect with six other families whose daughters had also 

died suddenly after Gardasil vaccination and for whom the cause of  death was also unexplained.  To be clear, 

filing a VAERS report does not mean the adverse event is causally related to vaccination. That part has to be 

investigated. However, I expected that filing the report was the beginning, and that the government would 

initiate a thorough investigation just as they would surely do, for example, if  there were 23 deaths reported 
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after eating salad at McDonald's. 

 

Amazingly, no one in the government even contacted me to follow up.  One year, yes a whole year, after 

Chris's death, the government did obtain her medical records and did one test to rule out staphylococcus 

infection. The test was negative. That was the end of  their investigation! They had also not investigated the 

deaths of  the other six cases that I knew about. It was shocking to learn that the government does almost 

nothing to investigate reported vaccine injuries and deaths. 

 

It was also infuriating for me to go to the CDC website and read statements that said, “ Reports of  death 

have been investigated and have been found to be due to other causes.” Not only was Chris's case never really 

investigated, the others I knew about were also never investigated, and definitely had not been found to be 

due to other causes. 

 

In addition I learned, through a Freedom of  Information Act (FOIA) request, that Merck, the manufacturer, 

had posted on VAERS and on their Worldwide Adverse Experience System (WAES), which is accessed by 

doctors, that Chris died from a viral infection. I knew that the cause of  death had not been determined, and I 

spent a year communicating with Merck about their false report. They said that our doctors had given them 

the information. So I obtained—in writing—letters from the doctors stating that neither they nor any of  their 

staff  ever reported that Chris's death was due to viral infection. That fake news still lives on out there on their 

systems because once an entry is made, it is never removed. 

 

It was clear to me and the other families of  injured girls that the government is not going to help you, and the 

burden of  proof  falls totally on the family. I was determined to find out what happened to Chris. Thanks to 

the internet, I was able to connect with other families as well as experts, researchers and reporters. I was 

personally in touch with Dr. Diane Harper, the lead investigator during Gardasil clinical trials, as well as 

researchers like HPV experts Dr. Sin Hang Lee and Dr. Lucija Tomjlenovic, and I was able to obtain and read 

peer-reviewed research papers. I am grateful to them and to the network of  families, reporters and 

researchers and local supporters like Jim Garrett, who volunteered his expertise as a statistician for papers we 

co-authored, and to Helen and Bill Reichel.  They gave me emotional sanctuary against the government's 

denial and indifference. 

 

The more I learned the more convinced I became that Chris died from Gardasil as had others. It was the only 

explanation that made any sense. There was so much we had not been told; so much we should have known 

to make an informed decision prior to Gardasil vaccination. My mission then, which felt like a moral and 

spiritual imperative, became twofold: (1) Find experts who could research and explain Chris's death and (2) 

raise awareness to prevent future injuries and deaths from Gardasil. I'll focus on these two missions in the 

next two segments respectively. 

 

Musical Interlude 
Madrigal (Excerpt)  

Philippe Gaubert 

Donn Teubner-Rhodes, flute; Tracy Hall, piano 
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Reflection 2 
The Wound Is Where the Light Enters You 

Emily Tarsell 

 

First Mission: Find experts who could explain what happened to Chris. I, along with the families of  other 

victims, initially thought we might file lawsuits against Merck, but quickly found out that suing PhRMA for 

vaccine injuries and deaths is prohibited by law since 1986. Let me repeat that. Congress has given PhRMA 

complete liability protection from lawsuits regarding injury and deaths related to childhood vaccinations. They 

are the only industry with that kind of  complete product liability protection. Did you know that? 

 

When Congress gave PhRMA this liability protection, they created a different system for filing a claim for a 

vaccine injury, called the Vaccine Injury Compensation Program (VICP). It does not provide a real court 

experience. There is no jury, no judge, no discovery, and claims for a death are capped at $250,000, toward 

which PhRMA pays nothing. What it provides is an administrative hearing, with an arbiter called a special 

master, who is appointed by DHHS and the Department of  Justice conjointly. 

 

To file a claim, a family has to find their own attorney and experts. Cases have to be filed individually and not 

as a class action lawsuit. And so it was that I hired an attorney who filed a claim on behalf  of  Christina in 

March of  2010, Tarsell vs the Department of  Health and Human Services (DHHS). The burden of  proof  in 

the vaccine court is to prove by preponderance of  evidence three things: 

 

1. A temporal relationship to vaccination 

2. A medically plausible theory of  how the vaccine could have caused the injury. 

3. A logical sequence of  events. 

 

Four years passed before we finally had our hearing in the Court of  Federal Claims in Washington, DC. If  we 

had not had compelling evidence the claim would have been dismissed early on. But our world-class experts, 

immunologist Dr. Yehuda Schoenfeld and cardiologist/electrophysiologist Dr. Michael Eldar, were prepared 

to describe, at the molecular level, how Christina had died from a fatal arrhythmia induced by an autoimmune 

response to Gardasil, which caused antibodies to attack the calcium channel in her heart. Over two days of  

testimony, armed with medical records and a pile of  supporting documents, including peer-reviewed studies, 

our experts presented their case in exquisite detail as to how Gardasil was causally related to Chris's death. 

The experts for DHHS had no alternative explanation for Chris's death.  As the hearing adjourned, I was 

feeling pretty good. We had met our burden of  proof. 

 

Although DHHS had proffered a settlement, I would not accept a settlement. We wanted to hold DHHS 

accountable for Chris's death, and we wanted a decision. It took the special master a year and three months to 

come to his decision and, astoundingly, he ruled against us. He said we had not proven that the arrhythmia 

Chris experienced did not exist prior to vaccination.  

 

But in saying this, he had ignored our evidence. We appealed and the case went to a higher authority, a judge. 

Another year later, the judge's ruling came down. The judge determined that the special master was “arbitrary 

and capricious” in his decision. The judge cited 30 separate medical visits prior to vaccination in which no 

arrhythmia was detected. However, for the first time in Chris's life, arrhythmia was detected by EKG after 

both the first and second shots of  Gardasil. The judge remanded the case back to the special master to 

reconsider his decision based on all of  the evidence. On remand, the special master reversed his decision 
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saying, “Christina began to experience arrhythmia after her HPV vaccination. Ms. Tarsell has presented 

preponderant evidence of  a logical sequence of  cause and effect, connecting the HPV vaccination to the 

ensuing arrhythmia.” The ruling this time was in our favor. 

 

But that was not the end of  it. The government was then given the opportunity to appeal. Six months later 

the window for them to appeal closed. It is telling that the government chose not to appeal. Thereby DHHS 

conceded by preponderance of  evidence that Chris died from her HPV vaccinations. The journey for justice 

took eight years, and my attorney, experts, and supporters gave me emotional sanctuary during this difficult 

time. Our ‘win’ is precedent setting.  It has opened the door for other claims to proceed and it counters the 

CDC claim that no serious problems have been reported. 

 

Meditation in Images and Music 
Emily Tarsell 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oLj2bDpVHDI&feature=youtu.be 

 

Reflection 3 
The Wound Is Where The Light Enters You 

Emily Tarsell 

 

The young people seen in these images represent just a small fraction of  the many whose lives were lost or 

negatively impacted by HPV vaccination. I have heard about and met so many families with loved ones whose 

health deteriorated significantly post-Gardasil injection. There are now over 432 deaths and over 9,000 

seriously injured just in the US. 

 

As I learned of  ever increasing numbers of  injured and deceased young people, I felt driven to do something 

to try and prevent more tragedies. I knew from my personal experience that we were ill-informed about the 

risks and benefits of  Gardasil. I did not know, for example, that the incidence of  cervical cancer compared to 

all cancers in the US is less than one percent, and that the average age of  onset is 54. I did not know that 

non-invasive Pap screening was the most effective way to prevent cervical cancer. It was only after Chris's 

death that I heard Dr. Rosenshein, a GYN specialist at Baltimore's Mercy Hospital, say in a TV ad in 2009, “A 

woman who avails herself  of  regular Pap screening with appropriate follow-up will never, ever develop 

cervical cancer.” Chris never needed a vaccine to prevent cervical cancer. 

 

I also did not know until later that there is no evidence that Gardasil or the newer Gardasil 9 have prevented 

even one lost life from cervical cancer or any other cancer. That was hard for me to wrap my mind around, 

but it is true. 

 

The one thing every parent has said after their child had a serious adverse reaction following HPV vaccination 

is “I didn't know.” It seemed to me then that what I could do to help others would be to attempt to inform. 

So I created a website at www.gardasil-and-unexplained-deaths.com to post well-researched information as it 

became available, information I wish we had known. I posted facts about cervical cancer, interviews with 

HPV experts and researchers, references to more than 85 peer-reviewed papers, a Power Point presentation 

addressing risks and benefits, links to videos and testimony by those injured, links to filing a VAERS report, 

and more. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oLj2bDpVHDI&feature=youtu.be
http://www.gardasil-and-unexplained-deaths.com/
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To inform, I agreed to interviews for books, radio and TV and agreed to talk at conferences and write articles. 

I learned that there is a whole network of  folks out there also trying to inform and be informed.  And the 

process is not static, because information begets more questions and digging deeper. So I began to do 

research and co-author research papers, one of  which suggested a dose-response relationship, whereby 

symptoms that did not exist prior to Gardasil vaccination increased and worsened with additional 

inoculations. Another paper I co-authored, which will be published next month in a respected law journal, 

suggests that significant  legal violations in the methods of  data collection have contributed to gross under-

reporting of  serious adverse events following Gardasil vaccinations, thereby potentially masking safety signals. 

 

To inform, I and others repeatedly met with state and federal legislators to alert them of  the need for 

informed consent. Shouldn't consumers know that seizures, severe headache, paralysis, autoimmune 

disorders, chronic fatigue, thrombosis, arrhythmia, miscarriage, motor neuron disorders, premature ovarian 

failure and even cervical cancer or death are possible adverse reactions to Gardasil inoculations? Shouldn't 

consumers know that the vaccine has not been proven to prevent cervical cancer or any other cancer? 

 

In the video shown earlier, the last slide was of  demonstrators in Ireland holding a banner saying “Justice for 

the Gardasil HPV Girls” and a sign saying “HSE stop hiding the risks.” Would you not agree that you have a 

right to be informed of  the risks prior to any medical procedure, including HPV vaccination? 

 

Authorities in some other countries like Japan and India have weighed the risks and benefits of  HPV vaccines 

and subsequently withdrew  government recommendations and funding for HPV vaccines. Shouldn't 

consumers and doctors in the US know why these countries made these decisions? 

 

This past March I attended a symposium called The HPV Vaccine, Doctors Make the Difference. It was sponsored 

by the Maryland Department of  Health and was funded by Merck. It was all about strategies for doctors to 

increase uptake of  HPV vaccinations, with no discussion of  risks, safety or efficacy concerns.  Shouldn't 

doctors be fully informed of  the risks, safety and efficacy of  HPV vaccines so that they can be resources to 

consumers for informed consent? 

 

I will not use the podium today to tell you all that you need to know to make an informed decision, but you 

can become fully informed from a newly published book, The HPV Vaccine; Weighing the Evidence. The Nobel 

Prize winner for his discovery of  HIV, Dr. Luc Montagnier, wrote the preface and said, “This book reveals 

the tragedy of  the HPV vaccine scandal.”  

 

Part of  the “scandal” to which he refers is the lack of  informed consent and the tragic consequences.  The 

book contains information about the development and marketing of  HPV vaccines, clinical trials, HPV 

science, the vaccine court and stories of  HPV vaccine injury from around the world, including Chris's story. 

You will also learn that DHHS gets royalties on the sale of  HPV vaccines like Gardasil and much more. You 

can check out the book in the lobby after the service, and I am donating two copies to the church library. 

 

 In November, for your information, I will also make available copies of  my research paper and copies of  

another remarkable book about the HPV vaccine, both of  which are  in press. 

 

Whatever your opinion of  the HPV vaccine, Gardasil and the newer version Gardasil 9, you deserve it for 

yourself, for your children and grandchildren to be fully informed. To require true informed consent, my state 

legislator will be introducing an informed consent bill for HPV vaccination. This January, I will offer an 
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opportunity for you to be educated about the content of  the bill and I sincerely hope for your support in 

moving it forward into law. 

 

In conclusion, we had trusted what the doctor told us—that Gardasil was safe and effective and would 

prevent cervical cancer. We had trusted that DHHS and its various agencies had fully vetted the vaccine 

before and after licensing and promoting it. I now know the wisdom of  Einstein's warning, “Blind belief  in 

authority is the greatest enemy of  truth.”  

 

May the enlightenment born of  my wounds be of  service to you and your loved ones. Thank you. 

 

Responsive Reading 
#666 The Legacy of Caring    

Thandeka 

 

Offertory 
Madrigal (Excerpt)    

Philippe Gaubert     

 

Reflection 
The Wound Is Where The Light Enters You 

Rev. Clare L. Petersberger 

 

When, just over a decade ago, Emily called with the impossible breaking news that Christina had died, I was 

attending the General Assembly in Fort Lauderdale, Florida. Looking into the speaker of the phone, I wanted 

to be able to click my heels three times to get back here quickly to give Emily a hug. A hug does not change 

the past or fix the present but it is a way for light to begin to enter a broken heart.  

 

One girl learned this at a multigenerational Unitarian Universalist event. Everyone was invited to create a 

heart. The girl worked hard to make a perfect pink heart complete with glitter around the edges. Then she 

saw the heart created by a grandmother sitting nearby. It was a mish-mash of colors, had torn and ragged 

edges, and even had a hole in the middle! The girl went over to help the grandmother to “fix” her heart.  

 

But the grandmother explained there was nothing wrong with the heart she had made. It was a representation 

of what had happened to her during her life. The beautiful colors were for falling in love and watching her 

children grow and experiencing the care of friends. The ragged edges were for losses of people and things. 

The hole was for the death of her husband. The grandmother explained that every time a person came into 

her life that she cared about, she gave away a piece of her heart.  

 

The girl was concerned that if she did that she wouldn’t have a heart left. The grandmother smiled and said, 

“No … because you see, others give me a piece of their heart as well.” The girl thought about this and looked 

down at her perfect heart. Without hesitation, she tore off a corner and gave it to the grandmother. The 

grandmother thanked her as she placed it on her mish-mashed heart and tore off a corner for the girl to place 

on her heart.  

 

Love is the spirit of this church. Love is how the light gets in. In response to the breaking news—the 

gruesome murder of Jamal Koshoggi, our President praising someone for assaulting a reporter, the ongoing 
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suffering of those in the path of hurricanes, the urgent need to address global warming, to name a few—Dan 

Rather, in a recent Facebook post, urged people to spend time with loved ones. We all carry wounds, 

personal losses and hurts, disappointments and griefs. We witness suffering, sometimes up close, sometimes 

from afar. So much of it makes no sense, is random, and unfair, and wrong.  

 

We come to church with our wounds and our mish-mash hearts to be reminded of the light of love that 

shines through all things and calls us to our better selves— and calls us to our better selves. We are here. 

Love is here. Hope is here.  

 

Hymn 
#128 For All That Is Our Life 

 

 

Closing Words 
“Share Your Glorious Light with the World” 

James Morison 

 

Within each of our hearts there is a most glorious light. 

Go forth, and let its spark help you understand what troubles both you and others; 

Go forth, and let its light of reason be a guide in your decisions; 

Go forth, and bring its ray of hope to those in need of help in both body and spirit, that they may find 

healing; 

Go forth, and fan the flames of passion to help heal our world; 

Go forth, and spread the warm glow of love, pushing back the darkness of the world; 

Go forth, and share your glorious light with the world. 

 

So may it be as we go now in peace. 

 

GO NOW IN PEACE. 


